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the year 2008 saw the failure of many modern states. nigeria, moldova, and belarus had their first elections in 2008. but in
nigerias south west, the loss of life following the presidential election inspired large-scale protests in the state. we offer our
first-person perspectives of nigerias first general election including the days before the election, the election itself, and the

days following it. our gallery includes video, live interview, and social media-driven content recorded by community members.
antarctica is the worlds coldest and driest continent. during the ice ages, this part of the world was connected to greenland,
south america, and other northern parts of the world. today, antarctica is frozen and uninhabitable. but not for long. as we

enter the warmer period of the holocene, we explore the advancements in technology and an emerging tourism market that
will open the continent for human habitation. in the gallery youll find contemporary snapshots, in-depth information on
different types of life, and old photographs from several missions over the years. these images depict scientific-based

exploration of the continent over the past 175 years. glasgow is a breathtakingly beautiful city situated on the river clyde. visit
glasgow museum of transport and discover the story of how transport in glasgow has changed over time. the museum houses

a unique collection of rare and historic vehicles from across the world including the only remaining gas-burning car in
scotland, a bus from the 1920s, and the first public bus in scotland. look ma, no car! is a free app that doesn’t require you to

pull into a driver, walk down to the ferry, or drive to the train station to use public transit. the app uses your iphone’s gps
technology to automatically detect your position, and pulls up a transit schedule based on where you are. it’s more like air
traffic control, than a crutch for anyone who prefers driving to commute, but appreciates the many benefits of alternatives,

from fuel savings and emissions reduction to more affordable trips and less anxiety for drivers and non-drivers alike.
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and for something completely different, check out how to protect against an elevated risk of
diabetes, osteoporosis or dementia. its a fun and educational chat with a world-renowned health
expert who takes a holistic approach to preserving brain health. he also covers hair loss, cancer

prevention and much more. a free live webcast featuring the chat is also available online, as well as
a free app. new orleans is rightly famous for its creole cuisine. but some new orleanians dont know
that the city is also home to several festivals celebrating haitian culture. with this advice, you can

ensure your new orleans experience is authentic (and its certainly not one from your pinterest board)
without missing out on anything else that the city has to offer. in the wake of recent acts of domestic
terrorism like the pulse shooting and the 2017 las vegas shooting, law enforcement agencies around
the country have been investing in new technologies to help prevent and manage terrorism. at the

heart of the interstate highway system, the george washington bridge spans the hudson river
between lower manhattan and new jersey. this 7.8-mile car bridge has seen a number of notable

crossings, including some of america s greatest legends. from babe ruth to jackie robinson,
jacqueline kennedy onassis to bill clinton, the george washington bridge and it neighbors have been
a point of pride and a controversial crossing since its completion in 1952. the official pdf version of
the new jersey department of motor vehicles driver handbook. the user interface is improved and
more useful information can be displayed. to view the pages, use the arrows to move around or

pages directly. you can search for specific pages of the manual, and there are links to related topics,
the required part 450 of the new jersey code. there is a translated version of the handbook in

german, french and spanish. you can access it from this page. 5ec8ef588b
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